The structure which these grammars will impose on sentences is a dependency-constituency hybrid structure with labelled dependants, similar to the sister-dependency structure of Hudson [7]. We shall briefly expli cate and reason our choices.
Firstly, Finnish is a "free word order" language in the sense that the order of the main constituents of a sentence is relatively free. Variations of word order configurations convey thematical and discursional infor mation. Hence, we must be ready to meet sentences with seemingly odd word orders which in a given context, however, are quite natural.
The computational model should acknowledge this state of affairs and be adjusted to cope efficiently with it. This demands a structure within which word order variations can be conveniently described. An important case in point is to avoid discontinuities in the structure caused by transfor mations.
We argue that a dependency-constituency hybrid structure induced by a dependency grammar meets the requirements. This structure consists of partof-whole relations of constituents and labelled binary dependency relations within a constituent.
The sentence "Nuorena poika heitti kiekkoa" ("As young, the boy (used to) throw the discus"), for example, will be given the structure The above feature explains why no registers are needed in our approach.
Conclusions
We have outlined a model of Finnish which is based on 2-way structure building transition networks. We have, as the above illustration exhi bits, specified our model with a kind of production-rule formalism.
A compiler which compiles such descriptions into LISP is under construction. This LISP-code is further compiled into a directly execu 
